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All News




Thoughts on Pokal Loka




25.02.2012, 09:56  




France sent some thoughts about Pokal Loka 2012.


Dear Ski Friends,


On behalf of the French Ski Federation I would like to warmly congratulate you for this 37th edition of the Pokal Cup.


Athletes, staff and I have spent a really nice time in Slovenia.


As you asked for, here are some remarks:


- the Parallel Slalom is really an amazing and funny format; although it would be interesting to organize it as a Team Event.


- it should be possible to reset the GS courses just after K1 or K2 Female


I also allow myself to let you know that our team would really appreciate to stay in another hotel next years: sound of clubbing all night long is not very appropriated for our young competitors!


I look forward to seeing you next year for the 38th edition. 


Best regards.


Pierre Bornat










Parallel slalom




21.02.2012, 19:33  




In the frame of Pokal Loka parallel slalom was organized in the middle of the town Skofja Loka (what happens only in Munich and Moscow) on the small slope under the castle in the evening after the opening ceremony. The main idea to prepare such an event was to entertain the children and to attract more public and media. 


One representative per nation, who could be also changed, participated on the race. The best 16 nations came through the qualifications and then they were competing in pairs on red and blue course till the final. The winner was Germany before SLO 2 and Latvia. The competition met with a general sympathy of public, athletes and their attendants. So it is expected next year repetition.     










Slalom and team results!




19.02.2012, 20:57  




Slalom and team results are available via our website!


Results










Giant slalom results!




18.02.2012, 18:32  




Results of today's giant slalom are published on the website.


Giant slalom results










Pokal Loka showbook




11.02.2012, 18:17  




Revised showbook is available for download!
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Parallel slalom




06.02.2012, 12:38  




The Organizing Committee of Pokal Loka should you inform that we are planing to organize additionally a parallel slalom. This event is mentioned as children show for fun not part of the international official competitions. It will take place in the town Skofja Loka on the hill under the castle just after the opening ceremony on Friday 17th February. Therefore the programme is a little changed:


	Team captains' meeting at 3 p.m.
	Gathering the teams at 5.15 p.m.
	Opening ceremony at 5.30 p.m.
	Parallel event at 6.30 p.m.


More informations you could get on our website www.pokal-loka.si


Seeing you soon with our best regards! 
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Pokal Loka 2012 showbook




20.01.2012, 12:32  




Showbook for Pokal Loka 2012 is available for download.
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